
A vintage to make everyone smile
Certainly 2015 was a vintage that made growers smile. Michel 
Chapoutier even used the word ‘grandiose’ to describe it! These are 
generous and seductive wines that will please everyone and bring 
smiles to the faces of aficionados and first-time en primeur buyers 
alike.

Recent vintages have often been challenging for one reason or 
another. Not so 2015, which was as straightforward as is possible. 

The weather was hot but, crucially, there was water when it was 
needed and night-time temperatures often remained cool so that 
acidities did not burn up, providing crucial freshness in the wines.  
The crop stayed healthy throughout so that growers were at liberty 
to choose when to pick at optimum ripeness levels. Philippe Guigal 
spoke of a perfect vintage in Côte-Rôtie where nothing was picked  
at below 13.5%, a sure sign of a very ripe year indeed.
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Northern Reds
2015 will stand comparison with any great vintage of the past.  
The wines have vibrant colours, depth of flavour and length.  
The tannins are present, but never taste harsh. Everything is well 
integrated and in balance. In short, this is a great northern Rhône 
vintage. Crozes-Hermitage stands out for both the quality of the 
vintage and the good value of the resultant wines. There is a highly 
recommended Crozes mixed case at the back of this offer. In truth, 
though, every wine is worthy of a mention.
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Southern Reds
Cairanne is one of the best-known villages in the southern Rhône and 
it has been battling with the powers that be for cru recognition. 
Having won its case, the first vintage of the new cru Cairanne is, by 
some serendipity, 2015. What a vintage! 

Wines throughout the south are rich, generously fruity and full-bodied 
with the best being on a par with the 2007s. This was a relatively early 
vintage so it makes sense maybe that those areas that produce more 
‘backward’ wines did well, taking fuller advantage of the Indian summer. 
Cue Gigondas and all those eastern fringes that border on the 
Dentelles de Montmirail and the Ventoux. These are magnificent wines 
in 2015. The Châteauneufs, too, have their power back. 

Further south in the Languedoc, drought was more of a problem. Lack 
of rain meant smaller grapes and often wilder concentrations of 
flavour. Carignan, syrah, mourvèdre and cabernet sauvignon were stars 
in this hot year and we are delighted to have reunited under this roof 
some real stand-outs: Daumas Gassac for cabernet, Domaine Alquier 
for syrah, Trévallon for both and Ollieux Romanis for carignan. For 
mourvèdre, I would draw attention to Prieuré de Saint Jean de Bébian 
and also Puech Noble, where the grape is particularly well respected.

The Whites
Both previous vintages had been marked by acidity and freshness, 
remarkable characteristics in a Rhône vintage. 2015 is more traditional 
and the wines are undoubtedly fuller bodied. The challenge was to try 
and limit the weight and seek out freshness in what was after all a hot 
vintage. Many growers succeeded brilliantly with the top Châteauneuf 
estates deserving a special mention. The exuberantly fragrant viognier 
grape responded well to the conditions and produced wines with 
both power and generous fruit mass.

Marcel Orford-Williams 
Society Buyer

 
For members looking for a variety of wines to choose from  
we include eight mixed cases priced from just £71

Orders by website, telephone, post and fax  
will be accepted. If you would like to order online, visit  
thewinesociety.com/enprimeur 

CROzeS-HeRmiTAge, BRézème ANd BelOW! 
Crozes-Hermitage is the largest northern Rhône appellation while Brézème is the smallest. Syrah from here is pure, unpretentious and at  
its most direct. 2015 is an exceptional vintage for Crozes, where ambition paid off. This is reflected in a particularly broad selection in this 
year’s offering. 

 Ref  Six Dozen

1 RH44601 Côtes-du-Rhône Brézème, Château de la Rolière – £75
  Syrah is grown here on gentle limestone slopes that overlook the river Drôme, south of Valence.  
  The setting is thoroughly rural and unspoiled, and the wines are a revelation. Crozes-like, rich, ripe  
  and supple. 2018–2025.

2 RH44611 Crozes-Hermitage meysonniers, Chapoutier  £55 –
  A wonderful unoaked syrah offering excellent value for money. Plenty of crunchy fruit and lovely for  
  early drinking. 2018–2024. 

3 RH44621 Crozes-Hermitage, Nicolas Perrin *  £55 –
  This is fabulous Crozes, fruity with depth and finesse. The sources for the grapes are impeccable with  
  the contacts coming from Nicolas Jaboulet and the technical wizardry, including some very classy oak  
  vats, from the Perrin family. The 2015 has an added dimension, with greater weight and length.  
  2019–2027. 

4 RH44631 Crozes-Hermitage Albéric Bouvet, domaine gilles Robin *  £68 –
  Gilles Robin understands the importance of texture in wine and he sets out to seduce by producing  
  a creamy, full-flavoured and thickly textured red. He is a master of barrel ageing and only picks when  
  his grapes are fully ripe. The 2015 has plenty of colour and ripe fruit flavours. 2020–2028.

In-bond price, UK delivered, per six and per dozen

THE wINES 

8PM, TUESDAY 28TH FEBRUARY, 2017

To order thewinesociety.com/enprimeur 01438 741177

IN-BOND RESERVES

Members now have the opportunity to store their en primeur 
wines with The Society ‘in bond’. 
When your wines arrive in Stevenage you’ll be given three 
options: 
1. To take delivery of the wines. Duty and VAT will be payable  
 immediately. 
2. To store the wines in duty-paid Members’ Reserves.  
 Again, duty and VAT will be payable immediately. 
3. To store the wines in our ‘in-bond’ Reserves area.  
 With this option, duty and VAT will only be payable (at the  
 prevailing rate) when the wines are finally withdrawn. 

For more details, please visit:  
thewinesociety.com/reserves
Telephone: 01438 741177
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In-bond price, UK delivered, per six

 Ref   Six

5 RH44721 Crozes-Hermitage, Saint Cosme  £68
  Lovely fragrant Crozes from an exceptional grower. Dark, ripe with flashes of blackberry and graphite. 2020–2029.

6 RH44681 Crozes-Hermitage Chêne Vert, emmanuel darnaud *   £69
  Hermitage grandee Bernard Faurie’s son-in-law has his own estate centered on Crozes. This was tasted from several  
  barrels and from different plots. Deeply coloured and layered with ripe blackberry flavours. A very seductive wine  
  indeed. 2019–2027.

7 RH44641 Crozes-Hermitage les Palignons, Vins de Vienne   £75
  Full-flavoured, succulent syrah from a négoce house set up by local luminaries Pierre Gaillard, Yves Cuilleron  
  and François Villard. The 2015 is textured, rich and generous. Great Crozes, and great value. 2019–2025.

8 RH44651 Crozes-Hermitage Cuvée gaby, domaine du Colombier  £78
  This is the top cuvée from a family of fruit farmers with vines in both Crozes and Hermitage. As one might expect,  
  quality of fruit means everything here and it shows in the purity of this expressive, concentrated and thoroughly  
  delicious wine. 2018–2027.

9 RH44671 Crozes-Hermitage les Picaudières, domaine Rousset  £78
  From one of the oldest estates in Crozes, this comes from a single vineyard planted on a very steep slope, hewn out  
  of the granite. Hermitage-like in its finesse and presence, with gorgeous, black, savoury fruit. 2021–2030.

10 RH44691 Crozes-Hermitage, domaine Combier *  £78
  A very classy Crozes, elegant, impeccably presented and with great purity of fruit. Great length of flavour too.  
  2019–2028.

11 RH44711 Crozes-Hermitage les marguerites, Julien Cécillon  £80
  From a promising new estate run by a Franco-American couple, this is a lovely, dark, fruity syrah: round and fleshy  
  yet with a good structure. 2019–2026.

12 RH43901 Crozes-Hermitage le grand Courtil, Ferraton  £85
  A fine, concentrated Crozes from vines to the east of Hermitage and from similar soils. Wonderful flavours of dark  
  ripe fruit and great length here. 2020–2030. 

13 RH44701 Crozes-Hermitage domaine des grands Chemins, delas *  £88
  Made with syrah from the area known as Les Chassis, 30% of which is raised in barrel. There is good concentration  
  here with plenty of colour and easy, supple blackberry and blueberry fruit flavours. 2020–2027.

14 RH44731 Crozes-Hermitage, domaine Sorrel  £95
  Heaps of character and flavour. Quite splendid though volumes are small. 2018–2024.

15 RH44741 Crozes-Hermitage domaine de Thalabert, Paul Jaboulet Aîné *   £98
  A fine vintage for this celebrated Crozes. At present the 2015 is quite tight, sinewy and complex, but exquisite  
  and classy. A real treat for the future. 2020–2034. Magnums available. 

16 RH44751 Crozes-Hermitage domaine Roure, Paul Jaboulet Aîné   £128
  Only made in very good vintages, Roure is made using vines situated behind Hermitage planted on very steep  
  granite slopes. The result is more Saint-Joseph-like rather than typical Crozes: notes of graphite, ripe raspberry  
  and spice, with great length of flavour. 2021–2029.

SAiNT-JOSePH
This is the home of hand-crafted syrah: an area comprising some 26 villages, mainly tucked in beneath the granite escarpment that marks 
the right bank of the Rhône. Vines are mostly planted on very steep slopes that act like sun traps. 

17 RH44761 Saint-Joseph Offerus, Séléction Jean-louis Chave  £65
  An expressive, refined Saint-Joseph sourced from different plots of land over a radius of about five miles. There is  
  a lovely core of ripe-tasting fruit here, and a long finish. 2018–2025.

18 RH44831 Saint-Joseph, domaine André Perret   £70
  André Perret is usually a smiling man, but he was positively beaming when showing me round his 2015s. It is easy  
  to see why when tasting this elegant and full-flavoured syrah, which is simply gorgeous. 2019–2028.

19 RH44771 Saint-Joseph Clos de Cuminaille, domaine gaillard  £75
  This was where Pierre Gaillard started all those years ago and this Saint-Joseph remains his calling card. In spirit, this  
  is not too far away from a Côte-Rôtie: deeply coloured with a lovely plush texture, supple and with plenty of fruit.  
  2018–2027.

M

indicates magnums available – see order form for prices.  * These wines feature in mixed cases on pages 20 and 21.M
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 Ref   Six

20 RH44791 Saint-Joseph Arzelle, Vins de Vienne  £85
  A very impressive Saint-Joseph from the north, not unlike a mini Côte-Rôtie in style with deep colour and flavours  
  of ripe plum and graphite. Greater intensity in 2015 than in previous vintages. 2018–2025.

21 RH43931 Saint-Joseph lieu-dit Paradis, Ferraton  £95
  Dark and splendid syrah with full fruit flavours, for drinking in the mid-term. 2019–2026.

22 RH44781 Saint-Joseph les Royes, domaine Courbis  £100
  From a terrifyingly steep slope close to the border with Cornas, and grown on limestone instead of the more  
  common granite, this is soft, supple and polished syrah that oozes charm. 2020–2027.

23 RH44801 Saint-Joseph, domaine gripa  £103
  Thick, chewy Saint-Joseph with a good deal of richness. There is lots of depth here, juicy cherry, even kirsch fruit.  
  Simply brilliant. 2020–2028.

24 RH43871 Saint-Joseph lieu-dit Saint-Joseph, Ferraton  £108
  A more backward version of Saint-Joseph from a classic sloping site. Dark and brooding with great concen tration  
  of matter and flavour. 2021–2030.

25 RH44821 Saint-Joseph les Olivaies, domaine Coursodon  £115
  Rich, impressive wine, densely packed with dark blackberry fruit. Its lovely creamy texture should win over the ripe  
  tannins in a couple of years’ time. 2019–2028.

26 RH44811 Saint-Joseph les Reflets, domaine Villard  £125
  Black, dense, majestic and one of Villard’s top reds in 2015. Côte-Rôtie-like in both style and quality. 2021–2030.

27 RH44841 Saint-Joseph Tilde, domaine Pierre-Jean Villa  £130
  Pierre-Jean Villa began his trade working at Burgundy’s renowned Clos de Tart and he still maintains close  
  connections in the region. His small northern Rhône vineyard is home to lots of little parcels on good slopes.  
  Excellent concentration here with a flavour of black cherry and graphite, with a thick sinewy texture. Looking  
  towards Côte-Rôtie in style. 2018–2027.

28 RH44861 Saint-Joseph la Croix des Vignes, Paul Jaboulet Aîné  £133
  This comes from a tiny plot under Jaboulet’s ownership and only a few hundred cases are made. Very black, densely  
  textured and concentrated. Black fruit and tapenade flavours and weighty texture. Still shrouded in tannin, but it will  
  be worth waiting for. 2020–2034.

29 RH44851 Saint-Joseph, domaine gonon  £140
  Brothers Pierre and Jean Gonon are leading growers in Saint-Joseph with cellars just down the road from Chave.  
  Their children even go to the same school! These are exceptional wines and among the best in Saint-Joseph. Dark,  
  ripe and with flavours of blackberry and olive. 2020–2030.

30 RH44871 Saint-Joseph Saint-epine, delas  £173
  Saint-Epine is one of the best slopes in Saint-Joseph, with some of the oldest vines in the appellation, and i s a flagship  
  wine at Delas. Very splendid indeed in 2015: dark and brimming with black-fruit flavours. 2020–2027.

In-bond price, UK delivered, per six

To order thewinesociety.com/enprimeur 01438 741177

The Delas team with Rhône buyer Marcel Orford Williams Nicolas Jaboulet provides an impeccable list of 
contacts in the Nicolas Perrin partnership 
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In-bond price, UK delivered, per six

CORNAS
Cornas is a Mediterranean enclave in a world of granite. Sheltered from the prevailing north winds, it enjoys flora common with Provence, 
with evergreen oaks and wild olive trees. Bathed in sunlight, the vines of Cornas are among the first to ripen. In this vintage, where 
complete ripeness was achieved, the wines are full and often dramatic.

 Ref   Six

31 RH44901 Cornas, domaine Alain Verset  £93
  The nephew of the great and much-missed Noël Verset, Alain inherited a part of his uncle’s vineyard. His wine is  
  delicious, deceptively soft, uncomplicated and satisfying. Alain was particularly pleased to have been able to buy  
  barrels from Guigal to further enhance this full-flavoured Cornas, which brims with blackcurrant fruit. 2021–2030.

32 RH44891 Cornas Champelrose, domaine Courbis  £98
  Elegant Cornas for drinking relatively young. Thickly textured and rich, with delightful flavours of blackcurrant and wild  
  herbs. 2019–2028.

33 RH44881 Cornas les empreintes, domaine durand  £103
  The two brothers here farm good plots in the best parts of Cornas, including Patou, Chaillots and Mazard. Syrah  
  from Patou brings richness and Chaillots depth and backbone. The result is a very good Cornas offered at a very  
  fair price. 2021–2032.

34 RH44911 Cornas grandes Terrasses, Paul Jaboulet Aîné  £105
  Though Jaboulet is better known for Hermitage and Crozes, the family always felt very close to Cornas on the other  
  side of the river and the connection remains. Ripe and full with blackcurrant and olive flavours. 2021–2032.  
  Magnums available. 

35 RH44931 Cornas Patou, domaine dumien Serrette  £105
  Gilbert Serrette married into a family of growers and learned to make wine from his father-in-law, Henri Dumien.  
  The cellars are among my favourites: earthen floors, yet clean and tidy, and the church spire seems to loom directly  
  above, a sign perhaps that these wines may be blessed! As usual, all the barrels were tasted and there wasn’t a weak  
  one. Juicy and expressive, with flavours of blackcurrant, olive and spice. 2021–2034.

36 RH44921 Cornas, Nicolas Perrin  £110
  The fruit for this savoury, long-flavoured Cornas comes in part from Saint-Pierre and was farmed by Philippe and  
  Vincent Jaboulet. Delicious notes of graphite and stony fruit. 2021–2029.

37 RH43881 Cornas lieu-dit Patou, Ferraton   £118
  A weighty, full-flavoured wine from the Patou vineyard, which lies at the southern end of Cornas in something of  
  a sun trap. Dark, ripe and satisfyingly long. 2020–2031.

38 RH43911 Cornas les eygats, Ferraton  £125
  Les Eygats is a vineyard to the north of Cornas and set quite high up the escarpment. The wines always have more  
  grip than those of Patou or Sabarotte. This is tight, finely grained, well balanced and will be ideal with game, for  
  example. 2021–2032.

39 RH44941 Cornas les eygats, domaine Courbis  £145
  2015 is the perfect vintage for this vineyard. In a lesser year, the wines can appear somewhat angular. Not so in 2015.  
  This is richly flavoured with delicious notes of Morello cherry to the fore. 2021–2030.

40 RH44961 Cornas la geynale, domaine Vincent Paris  £155
  Vincent Paris is a young vigneron who acquired his vineyard from his uncle, Robert Michel. The best fruit comes from  
  very old vines planted on the Geynale slope. Big concentration of flavour here, with the weight of sweet-tasting  
  blackberry fruit and tapenade-like complexity. 2022–2031.

41 RH44991 Cornas domaine de Saint Pierre, Paul Jaboulet Aîné   £190
  In great vintages, those vines right at the top of Cornas, past the chapel dedicated to Saint Peter, come into their own  
  to produce a style that encapsulates both power and elegance. The 2015 has great depth of flavour and complexity.  
  2025–2037.

42 RH44971 Cornas Sabarotte, domaine Courbis  £195
  Courbis’s top wine is splendid, rich and concentrated. Brothers Laurent and Dominique Courbis always make wine  
  that has a certain polish and are masters of barrel ageing, with all new French oak used for this cuvée. Great density  
  and weight of fruit in 2015. 2022–2033.

M

indicates magnums available – see order form for prices.  * These wines feature in mixed cases on pages 20 and 21.M
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In-bond price, UK delivered, per six

 Ref   Six

43 RH44981 Cornas Vieilles Vignes, domaine Voge  £200
  Alain Voge owns some of the best plots in Cornas which are now worked by his partner, Albéric Mazoyer, who used  
  to be winemaker at Chapoutier. This is multi-dimensional with great depth and concentration. Juicy, tannic and richly  
  flavoured. 2022–2034.

44 RH45001 Cornas les Vieilles Fontaines, domaine Voge  £305
  This cuvée of old vines is only made in top vintages. The 2015 has immense presence, with flavours of tapenade and  
  blackberry. 2023–2037.

SeySSuel ANd ViN de PAyS
Seyssuel is a village just outside Vienne. In Roman times when Vienne was a major city, there were local vineyards and, according to Pliny, 
great wine was made. The vineyards disappeared when phylloxera ravaged the region, but in 1997 a move to replant began; and today 
there is talk to grant these wines full appellation status, such is the quality. The 2015s are excellent. Other non-appellation wines featured 
here offer excellent value in this great vintage, and should not be missed.

45 RH45021 domaine Ogier la Rosine, Collines Rhodaniennes  £65
  October-picked syrah has produced an utterly gorgeous red here. Velvety and rich yet delicate and refined, this  
  is Côte-Rôtie-like in many ways (except for the price!), and with more weight than in previous years. Great value.  
  2018–2025.

46 RH45041 domaine Rostaing, Syrah les lézardes  £95
  A Côte-Rôtie in all but name from one of the region’s great winemakers, René Rostaing, made from a small patch  
  of vineyard on very steep schistous slopes that hang precariously over the road. Lots of colour, firm fruit and ripeness.  
  2018–2025.

47 RH45051 domaine Villard, Seul en Scène   £128
  This is from Seyssuel, where Villard has a hectare or so of syrah. Wonderful in 2015: very dark, fragrant, complex  
  and with the taste of the soil. 2020–2027.

48 RH45061 domaine Ogier, l’Ame Soeur  £130
  Stéphane Ogier was one of those growers who took the plunge and planted on virgin slopes by the village of  
  Seyssuel. The soils here are as in Côte-Rôtie but the aspect faces the evening sun, making the wines somewhat  
  more intense. Dark with complex graphite notes and great length. 2020–2027.

49 RH45071 Sotanum, Collines Rhodaniennes, Vins de Vienne  £140
  This is the original wine from the Seyssuel slopes and 2015 is an exceptional vintage here. Dark, peppery fruit,  
  graphite notes and great length. 2021–2029.

CôTe-RôTie
2015 is a quite outstanding Côte-Rôtie vintage, producing wines of rare power and body.

50 RH45081 Côte-Rôtie Triotes, domaine garon *  £135
  This cuvée has benefited from Garon’s younger-vine syrah being separated out and used for a different, lighter  
  entry-level wine. Triotes is therefore imbued with much more concentration, and the 2015 is generous, dark and  
  delightfully velvety. 2020–2029.

51 RH45101 Côte-Rôtie, domaine Burgaud *  £138
  Bernard Burgaud seems like an outsider here. His cellars, below his house, are on the plateau, away from everything.  
  He makes just the one wine in a style that is very much like himself: thoughtful and reserved, and which has added  
  gravitas in 2015. 2020–2034.

52 RH45091 Côte-Rôtie, domaine gaillard *  £140
  This is a skilful combination of elements from Pierre Gaillard’s numerous plots across the length and breadth of  
  Côte-Rôtie, with the pronounced presence of the white grape viognier adding bloom to the blend. A deeply  
  coloured wine of great depth. 2019–2029.

53 RH45131 Côte-Rôtie, Nicolas Perrin  £148
  This appealing, ripe, elegant wine is stunning in 2015: the joint result of Nicolas Jaboulet’s excellent grower contacts  
  in Côte-Rôtie and the Perrin family’s enviable facilities. A blend of different lots of top-quality fruit, this is savoury  
  and concentrated, with good ‘fat’ and length. 

54 RH45121 Côte-Rôtie Champin Seigneur domaine gérin  £148
  This estate seems to be managing the transition through the generations well and has produced a lovely 2015:  
  full-flavoured, exquisitely fine and lifted by 10% of viognier in the blend. 2020–2030.

To order thewinesociety.com/enprimeur 01438 741177
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In-bond price, UK delivered, per six

 Ref   Six

55 RH45151 Côte-Rôtie, domaine Clusel-Roch  £160
  This is mostly northern Côte-Rôtie where soils are of dark schist rather than granite. The wines often have more  
  colour and a flavour that one can describe as mineral, stony, even slate-like. In 2015, this characteristic is joined by  
  notes of chocolate, kirsch, blueberries and tar. 2021–2030.

56 RH45181 Côte-Rôtie Bassenon, domaine Cuilleron *   £160
  A fine example of the southern style of Côte-Rôtie: soft and a little lighter, but very attractive, velvety and long.  
  2020–2028.

57 RH45161 Côte-Rôtie la germine, duclaux  £163
  This is a well-established property with vines in the south of Côte-Rôtie. The style is light, more Côte Blonde-like,  
  and readier sooner. La Germine is a blend of wines from both young and older vines, and includes a little viognier  
  for added fragrance. Rich, ripe flavours of bitter cherry and sloe. 2018–2027.

58 RH45141 Côte-Rôtie Côte Brune, domaine Barge *  £165
  On a bigger scale than Barge’s Combard, with more weight, brooding power and structure, and as such it will need  
  patience; but this backward wine already has lots of depth and complexity in the 2015 vintage. 2022–2035.

59 RH45111 Côte-Rôtie Coeur de Combard, domaine Barge  £175
  The slope here is so steep that Gilles Barge installed a Swiss-made monorail to help with the work. Great fun going  
  up, if a little scary! This comes from the heart of the Combard slope and is splendidly rich and full-flavoured.  
  2020–2030.

60 RH45201 Côte-Rôtie les Jumelles, Paul Jaboulet Aîné  £185
  Fragrant with depth, delicacy and flavours of cherry and redcurrants. 2022–2030.

61 RH45211 Côte-Rôtie Ampodium, domaine Rostaing *  £210
  2015 is a great Rostaing vintage. Full-flavoured and with a good deal of charm. 2020–2029.

62 RH45291 Côte-Rôtie les Pierrelles, Paul Jaboulet Aîné  £215
  A tiny cuvée, all coming from Jaboulet-owned vineyards, this has superb concentration and depth, with flavours  
  of graphite and dark cherry-like fruit. Lots of character here. 2023–2035. 

63 RH45171 Côte-Rôtie, domaine Ogier  £223
  Stéphane Ogier’s success means that he has been able to build himself a new cellar. His Côte-Rôtie is a b lend of  
  many different slopes from both the Brune and the Blonde. Fabulous and seductive in 2015. 2020–2029.

64 RH45221 Côte-Rôtie grandes Places, Vin de Vienne  £225
  Very impressive single-vineyard Côte-Rôtie. Dark, dense black-cherry fruit with lots of extract and matter.  
  2022–2030. 

The Perrin family using great technical wizardry to produce some excellent 2015s La Chapelle – the iconic landmark of 
Hermitage

* These wines feature in mixed cases on pages 20 and 21.
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In-bond price, UK delivered, per six

 Ref   Six

65 RH45191 Côte-Rôtie Seigneur de maugiron, delas  £240
  A wine with a quite magical sense of place. Fragrant, deep and ripe with black-cherry flavour, a silky sensuous texture  
  and great length. A lovely Côte-Rôtie. 2021–2029.

66 RH45231 Côte-Rôtie la landonne, domaine Rostaing  £430
  Very thick, dense and concentrated. A glorious wine, but one that will need time. 2024–2037.

67 RH45241 Côte-Rôtie Côte Blonde, domaine Rostaing  £475
  Fabulous blackcurrant essence in 2015. An extravagant, rich Côte Blonde from one of the region’s greatest names.  
  2023–2037.

HeRmiTAge 
Hermitage is rightly regarded as the grand wine from the northern Rhône. It isn’t a large vineyard and, by comparison to Côte-Rôtie,  
has few growers. It produces wines of great complexity, longevity and finesse, which are quite majestic in 2015.

68 RH43921 Hermitage les miaux, Ferraton  £163
  A very fine Hermitage from the Méal and Diognières slopes. The 2015 is splendidly rich and concentrated.  
  2019–2029. 

69 RH45301 ermitage, Nicolas Perrin  £190
  There is Burgundian finesse in this soft and ripe-tasting Hermitage. Nicolas Jaboulet blended this using fruit from  
  three producers. The 2015 has real presence and length of flavour. 2020–2030.

70 RH45311 Hermitage la Petite Chapelle, Paul Jaboulet Aîné  £200
  The difference between Jaboulet’s two cuvées of Hermitage is in the plots used. Jaboulet own 50 acres of  
  Hermitage spread out across the hill. La Petite Chapelle tends to use more from the eastern part of Hermitage,  
  including Rocoules. The accent is on finesse and relatively early drinking. 2023–2038. Magnums available. 

71 RH45331 Hermitage domaine des Tourettes, delas  £220
  A superb Hermitage; ripe, almost roasted dark-fruit character, and brooding with length. Delas has a large stake  
  on the granite Bessard slope which gives the wine its remarkable structure and staying power. 2021–2030.

72 RH45321 Hermitage, domaine Bernard Faurie  £255
  From what seems like a garage beneath a rather unprepossessing house on the outskirts of Tournon come minute  
  quantities of outstanding Hermitage. Bernard’s vines are in Bessards, Méal and Greffieux, and for The Wine Society  
  he makes a blend of all three. The result is a sinewy, ripe-tasting, fleshy and concentrated wine with grand flavours  
  of kirsch and chocolate, and great length. Great Hermitage indeed. 2024–2040.

indicates magnums available – see order form for prices.  * These wines feature in mixed cases on pages 20 and 21.M

M
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In-bond price, UK delivered, per three, per six and per dozen

 Ref  Six Dozen

73 RH43951 ermitage le méal, Ferraton £295 –
  Little short of monumental. Hermitage from a single vineyard, in this case the amphitheatre-shaped  
  Méal. Full-bodied with lots of weight and a massive sense of structure. One to lay down. 2024–2040.

74 RH45341 Hermitage, domaine Sorrel  £300 –
  A great vintage for Marc Sorrel, who has produced a finely grained Hermitage of superb character  
  and individuality. 2022–2034.

75 RH45271 Hermitage gréal, domaine Sorrel  £450 –
  From old vines taken from Méal and Greffieux slopes, this is hugely impressive Hermitage:  
  concentrated, weighty and very long. 2024–2040.

76 RH44061 ermitage les greffieux, Chapoutier £475 –
  Greffieux sits at the bottom of the Méal, meaning that the soil enjoys both clay and shingle, hence the  
  certain power and ripeness in the resultant wine. Its stunning blackcurrant bouquet will develop over  
  time, whilst the palate offers sublime concentration and great length. 2020–2035. 

77 RH45251 Hermitage les Bessards, delas  £485 –
  In such an expressive and powerful vintage, this single-vineyard Hermitage comes into its own.  
  This is a beautifully balanced wine: very dark and commanding yet wonderfully refined. 2024–2040.

78 RH45261 Hermitage la Chapelle, Paul Jaboulet Aîné £700 –
  Only the best plots – especially the Bessards and Méal vineyards – and the oldest vines go into the  
  Chapelle blend. The 2015 has power, weight and great length of flavour. 2025–2040.  
  Magnums available. 

79 RH44541 ermitage l’ermite, Chapoutier £600 –
  The vines of l’Ermite surround the chapel at the top of the hill of Hermitage. The soil is sandy and  per three 
  shallow, and the wines have a certain austerity in youth before opening up to show delicacy and  
  class. Exquisite in 2015. 2022–2036. 

2015 SOUTHERN RHÔNE 

The southern Rhône accounts for the majority of the region’s production. The second-largest appellation area after Bordeaux, it is  
the home of both great-value wines and timeless classics from Châteauneuf-du-Pape and Gigondas. Sumptuous and generous are the 
watchwords in 2015.

THe RigHT BANk, iNCludiNg liRAC ANd lAuduN 
These are substantial wines but with a sense of panache and finesse too, sometimes close to Châteauneuf in style, but at a fraction  
of the price. 

80 RH45281 laudun Côtes-du-Rhône Villages, Château Courac * – £55
  Husband and Sicilian wife manage this 250-acre estate with great flair. This is their top wine, made  
  from 60% grenache with 30% syrah and the rest mourvèdre and counoise. No oak, just lashings of  
  sun-ripened fruit and ease of drinking. Will keep very well too. 2018–2026. Magnums available.

81 RH45371 Côtes-du-Rhône-Villages Omar khayyam, mas de libian – £72
  From an outstanding plot where much of the farming (which is biodynamic) is done by Nestor the  
  Shire horse! A vibrant and full-bodied wine, the blend of which is dominated by very ripe, low-yielding  
  grenache, with syrah and mourvèdre in support. 2018–2023. 

82 RH45391 massif d’uchaux Côtes-du-Rhône Villages grande Réserve, Château Saint-estève * – £74
  During the summer, Saint-Estève provides the setting for a Liszt-inspired piano festival. Other than that  
  its day job is to produce stylish, top-value red Rhônes of striking beauty and simplicity. The 2015 –  
  a blend of 60% grenache and 40% syrah – is perfectly polished. 2019–2026.

83 RH45401 lirac, Château mont-Redon * – £82
  Lirac remains little known, living in the shadow of its two illustrious neighbours, Châteauneuf-du-Pape  
  and Tavel. Cheaper land prices have however attracted many producers from these better-recognised  
  areas to buy vines here, including Mont-Redon. This is a lovely, elegant and refined red, certainly  
  Châteauneuf-like in style and equally full and generously flavoured. 2018–2028.

To order thewinesociety.com/enprimeur 01438 741177
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 Ref  Six Dozen

84 RH45361 Saint-gervais les Rouvières Côtes-du-Rhône Villages, domaine Sainte-Anne £49 –
  A very ripe and rich blend dominated by 70% mourvèdre, and with wonderful depth of flavour.  
  This quality-conscious estate skipped the 2014 vintage, preferring to sell it off in bulk. The 2015 is  
  quite magnificent. 2020–2029.

85 RH45411 lirac Nessun dorma, domaine maby £58 –
  For the 2015 vintage, Richard Maby followed a traditional route with grenache being dominant. There  
  is, however, some 15% mourvèdre which brings complexity and personality, and the whole is greater  
  than the sum of its parts. 2018–2026.

86 RH45381 Saint-gervais les mourillons Côtes-du-Rhône Villages, domaine Sainte-Anne £59 –
  A blend of different lots of syrah from the south, which is rich, succulent and full-bodied: a lot of wine  
  for the price! 2020–2028.

THe NORTHeRN HillS: VAlRéAS ANd ViNSOBReS
This is olive country, with the town of Nyons lending its name to the finest oil in Provence. It is also truffle country and, increasingly,  
it is also a place to find elegant reds that are often marked by a high percentage of syrah, a grape which thrives among the light sub-Alpine 
breezes. Vinsobres is the top appellation here, and it enjoyed a superb vintage in 2015, but there are gems to be found elsewhere too. 

87 RH45421 Vinsobres Altitude 420, domaine Jaume * – £64
  2015 is a stunning vintage for Vinsobres and it shows in this deeply expressive example. Dark, fragrant  
  and savoury with touches of ripe strawberry and gentle spice notes. 2018–2024. Magnums and  
  halves available.  

88 RH45431 Valréas, domaine Val des Rois – £68
  Emmanuel Bouchard, a distant relative of the famed Burgundian Bouchards, farms on mostly north- 
  facing slopes overlooking the bustling town of Valréas. The blend is 70% grenache and 30% syrah, and  
  is figgy and fruitcake-like but balanced with a seam of appetising freshness. 2018–2027.

89 RH45441 Côtes-du-Rhône mon Coeur, Sélection  Jean-louis Chave – £75
  The origins for this wine have now been well established: Rasteau, Cairanne, Visan and, above all,  
  Vinsobres, which Jean-Louis Chave sees as having such great potential. Unusually this was raised in  
  small barrels in cellars at the domaine, and is majestic in 2015. 2019–2026. 

90 RH45451 Vinsobres Référence, domaine Jaume * – £87
  The Jaume family make The Society’s Côtes-du-Rhône for everyday drinking; this though is more  
  ambitious, showing the full potential that exists in Vinsobres. The blend is 60% syrah with 30%  
  grenache and a little mourvèdre. Majestic, barrel-aged, ripe and dark with great intensity and notes  
  of tapenade and blackberry. 2020–2030.

91 RH45461 Vinsobres les Hauts de Julien, Perrin Frères £95 –
  Even before Vinsobres had acquired its cru status, the Perrins had begun investing here and now  
  have the region’s largest estate. A great, complete 2015 with both weight and elegance. 2021–2035.

CAiRANNe, RASTeAu ANd NeigHBOuRS
These are like twin sisters, occupying a very central position in the southern Rhône. Though equally full-bodied, they are not identical, 
Rasteau being bold and dramatic, and Cairanne more subtle. The flat, stony Plan de Dieu extends below them. This vintage marks the 
elevation of Cairanne to cru status, in a year that really brought out the best in its wines.

92 RH45481 Cairanne, domaine l’Ameillaud * – £60
  Lovely fruity Cairanne for early drinking. There is 20% carignan in the blend which adds grip and  
  character. 2018–2023. 

93 RH45551 Plan de dieu Côtes-du-Rhône-Villages, Château Saint-Jean – £60
  Good value for a full-flavoured, rich-tasting, spicy red from the up-and-coming Plan de Dieu area.  
  This stony, sun-baked plateau is heaven for the grenache grape. There used to be a convent on this  
  site, hence the name. One is sure that the holy sisters knew their vineyards as they chose very well.  
  2018–2023.

94 RH45471 Côtes-du-Rhône Villages Réserve Wine Society, Paul Jaboulet Aîné *  – £62
  This is an exclusive blend, part Plan de Dieu and part Cairanne, with some very ripe grenache and  
  syrah. This is full-flavoured and rich, and perfect for drinking from 2018. 2018–2024. Magnums available.
M

M H
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In-bond price, UK delivered, per dozen

 Ref   Dozen

95 RH45531 Cairanne les Bruneau, domaine delubac *  £72
  Full-flavoured Cairanne from the Delubac brothers, who are larger than life – a bit like their wines. A burly, crimson  
  wine with intermingling red fruits, spice and dried herbs. 2019–2026.

96 RH45541 Cairanne, Paul Jaboulet Aîné  £76
  This full-bodied, richly flavoured and figgy red is Jaboulet’s first ever release of a Cairanne, appropriately marking the  
  region’s elevation to cru status. 2019–2027.

97 RH45571 Cairanne Ventabren, domaines des escaravailles *  £78
  A very full-bodied, silky-textured, splendidly rich and generously flavoured Cairanne from a members’ favourite  
  grower. 2018–2024.

98 RH45561 Cairanne, Clos Romane *   £85
  From a new estate whose first vintage was 2011, this is a wonderful full-flavoured and ripe Cairanne, with only  
  50% grenache and the rest mostly syrah and mourvèdre. Great value. 2018–2025.

99 RH45581 Rasteau, domaine de la Soumade  £85
  Full and fruity Rasteau from this star producer and passionate supporter of Marseille football club! Black,  
  concentrated and fleshy. 2018–2024.

100 RH45591 Rasteau la Ponce, domaine des escaravailles  £88
  Much of Rasteau, next door to Cairanne, is planted on south-facing slopes. There is some barrel-aged syrah here  
  which gives lift and freshness to the very powerful grenache. 2018–2025.

101 RH45601 Côtes-du-Rhône les deux Albions, Château de Saint Cosme  £95
  Louis Barruol plays to the strengths of several well-known Rhône villages including Cairanne and Vinsobres.  
  Nearly half the blend is syrah with grenache, cinsault, carignan and even a little clairette in supporting roles. Unoaked,  
  dark and brimming with rich, ripe, sun-drenched fruit. 2018–2028.

102 RH45491 Plan de dieu, Père et Fille, Paul Jaboulet Aîné *  £100
  Superbly rich and well-balanced red that uses 60% grenache with 30% syrah and 10% mourvèdre.  
  Remarkable length in this vintage. 2018–2025.

indicates magnums available,  indicates halves available – see order form for prices.  * These wines feature in mixed cases on pages 20 and 21.M H

Richard Maby – impeccable wines, impeccable cellars
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THe eASTeRN FRiNgeS, PART ONe: SABleT, VeNTOux, SéguReT ANd VACqueyRAS
These eastern fringes are bordered by the natural rampart called the Dentelles de Montmirail. Beyond are unspoiled Provence pastures. 
Séguret produces a robust style, with sandy Sablet offering greater delicacy and Vacqueyras with an accent on fruit.

 Ref  Six Dozen

103 RH45611 Ventoux epicure, Château Valcombe – £70
  From a little haven of old vines on the lower slopes of the Mont Ventoux, this is full-flavoured  
  with ripe-tasting black-fruit flavours. The inclusion of 25% carignan effectively balances the powerful  
  grenache, resulting in an excellent-value wine. 2018–2024.

104 RH45631 Sablet, domaine Stehelin – £88
  Five generations have created this fine estate, with vines split between Sablet, Châteauneuf and  
  Gigondas. As the name suggests, the soils are sandy and perfect for growing the mourvèdre grape,  
  which here accounts for 20% of the 2015 blend. A wine of lovely roundness and balance with soft  
  tannins, gentle spice and ripe sweet fruit. 2018–2025.

105 RH45651 Vacqueyras Saint Roch, Clos des Cazaux * – £90
  No oak is used here, so the accent is on oodles of lovely juicy plummy fruit. About 70% of the blend  
  is grenache with the rest evenly split between syrah and mourvèdre, which is gradually gaining ground  
  here and adding excellent complexity. An extravagant and voluptuous Vacqueyras. 2019–2026.  
  Magnums available.

106 RH45661 Vacqueyras les Templiers, Clos des Cazaux – £98
  2015 is a super syrah vintage, and it shows in this superb example. This is dark and spicy with flashes  
  of very ripe blackberries and pepper. 2018–2027. 

107 RH45641 Vacqueyras les Cyprès, Paul Jaboulet Aîné £53 –
  Vacqueyras should have a certain charm as well as being full-bodied and flavoursome. Jaboulet  
  manage to get it just right, blending many different elements with skill. This is sumptuous and already  
  quite complex. 2018–2024. 

108 RH45621 Séguret grande Réserve, domaine de mourchon £63 –
  From a popular and nowadays leading estate in Séguret. This seemed their best wine this year :  
  a splendidly weighty Grande Réserve made from old vines. This has fat, concentration of matter  
  and great length. 2019–2026.

indicates magnums available – see order form for prices.  * These wines feature in mixed cases on pages 20 and 21.M

Gigondas made bold, dramatic wines in 2015

M
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THe eASTeRN FRiNgeS, PART TWO: gigONdAS ANd BeAumeS de VeNiSe
This is the area most affected by the geological complexities of the Dentelles de Montmirail. Essentially these are mountain vineyards, 
always under the influence of cool breezes. Gigondas are bold, dramatic wines while Beaumes is gentler in style.

 Ref  Six Dozen

109 RH45671 Beaumes de Venise le Paradou, Paul Jaboulet Aîné * – £88
  Red Beaumes de Venise is Gigondas-like in style but a little less dramatic, and equally dominated by  
  mountain-grown grenache. This is made using 80% grenache and 10% each of syrah and mourvèdre;  
  generous, savoury and will be approachable young. 2018–2026. 

110 RH45681 gigondas la Tour Sarazzine, Clos des Cazaux * £58 –
  Full-bodied, fruit-driven Gigondas made from 70% grenache and the rest evenly split between syrah  
  and mourvèdre. No oak here – just lovely black, spicy plummy fruit. A huge mouthful of a wine!  
  2020–2028. Magnums available.

111 RH45961 Beaumes de Venise, domaine la Boussières £58 –
  Although Beaumes de Venise is better known for its sweet muscat, the grenache-dominated reds are  
  very good too. This is similar to Gigondas but maybe a little gentler. Full and generous with thick spicy  
  plum flavours, and at over 15% it will pack the necessary punch on a cold winter’s day. 2019–2026.

112 RH45701 gigondas grand Romane Vieilles Vignes, domaine Pierre Amadieu * £68 –
  This is the largest estate in Gigondas and is now producing quite remarkable wines. The blend is  
  approximately 70% grenache and 30% mourvèdre. The secret is altitude and wilderness: the vines are  
  high up in the Dentelles and surrounded by woods which the family own. Full of potential in this great  
  Gigondas vintage. 2019–2032.

113 RH45711 gigondas, domaine du Cayron £83 –
  Three sisters share the work of making the family wine. This is generous, old-school Gigondas, raised  
  in old vats. The 2015 is linctus-like, herby and showing lovely soft spice notes. 2019–2026.

114 RH45721 gigondas, domaine la Bouissière * £83 –
  Outstanding Gigondas from the excellent Faravel brothers. With flavours of dry fruit, plum and fig;  
  generous, weighty and full-bodied. 2020–2029.

115 RH44091 gigondas les Racines, domaine les Pallières  £88 –
  This old-vine cuvée is made from 85% grenache with a little syrah, cinsault and clairette. Concentrated  
  with lots of matter, great depth of flavour and a long finish. This will flourish after a little keeping.  
  2020–2029.

116 RH45741 gigondas, Château Saint Cosme £95 –
  Brilliant, full-flavoured blackberry-and-spice laced Gigondas. Weighty, rich yet real, and a fine testament  
  to what is a great vintage at Saint Cosme. 2021–2028.

117 RH45731 gigondas Ventabren, moulin de la gardette *  £99 –
  These wines are among the best keepers in Gigondas and there is a lot of matter and old-vine  
  concentration in this fine 2015. Very rich and ripe with great clarity of fruit and with no oak to mask  
  the natural, and delicious, fruit flavours. 2020–2030. 

118 RH45751 gigondas, Clos des Tourelles £143 –
  Exciting, full-bodied, vibrant, rich and concentrated Gigondas from the Perrin family’s newly acquired  
  estate here. Notes of leather and spice, set in a big tannic frame. This will need time. 2023–2037.

119 RH45771 gigondas l’Argnée, Perrin £143 –
  Outstanding cuvée of grenache made from 130-year-old pre-phylloxera vines. Mightily complex, with  
  chocolate, fig, raisins and spice. 2022–2035.

120 RH45761 gigondas Valbelle, Château Saint Cosme  £155 –
  A top-vine selection from across the whole Saint Cosme estate, and offering more concentration  
  and fat than their regular wine, this is a rich and thoroughly rewarding Gigondas. 2022–2035. 

121 RH45781 gigondas les Claux, Château de Saint Cosme  £233 –
  From a plot of 110-year-old grenache, this is very dark and formidably concentrated, with plenty of fat  
  and exciting potential for ageing. 2022–2035.

To order thewinesociety.com/enprimeur 01438 741177
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CHâTeAuNeuF-du-PAPe ANd AROuNd
Châteauneuf is the best-known name in the Rhône Valley, capable of producing wines of real majesty. The 2015s are gloriously ripe  
and full-flavoured.

 Ref   Six

122 RH45811 Côtes-du-Rhône Villages Terre d’Argile, domaine de la Janasse  £63
  Janasse is an exciting estate making great wines across the board. We tasted all of the elements of this wine in  
  October: grenache, syrah, carignan and mourvèdre from vines close to the Châteauneuf border, whose style this  
  wine certainly resembles. Big, bold and full-bodied, this is a proper winter warmer. 2018–2025.

123 RH45791 Côtes-du-Rhône, Coudoulet de Beaucastel  £70
  This historic vineyard falls outside the official Châteauneuf boundary, but the style is unmistakably Châteauneuf, even  
  unmistakably Beaucastel, with its large proportion of the mourvèdre grape. Sweet, spicy and immensely characterful.  
  2018–2026. Magnums available.

124 RH45821 Châteauneuf-du-Pape Tradition, domaine la Boutinière  £75
  Elegant yet powerful Châteauneuf offering a big basketful of dried-fruit, raisin, fig and date flavours. 2019–2027.

125 RH45831 Châteauneuf-du-Pape, Château mont-Redon *  £80
  The famous Mont-Redon is a family affair across two generations. Behind a heavy exterior with old furniture and  
  countless hunting trophies, there is a state-of-the-art cellar, controlled at the touch of an iPad. Always polished and  
  poised, the wines keep well, gathering in intensity with age. The 2015 is a wine of restrained elegance and great length.  
  2019–2028. Magnums available.

126 RH45801 Côtes-du-Rhône, Réserve Clos du Caillou  £85
  Châteauneuf-du-Pape in all but name! A staggeringly powerful wine loaded with liquorice and plummy spice.  
  2021–2032.

127 RH45861 Châteauneuf-du-Pape, Bosquet des Papes *  £105
  Traditional, generous and full-bodied Châteauneuf. There’s a lot of old-vine grenache in this dark, spicy and long- 
  flavoured blend, adding extra weight and concentration. 2020–2029.

128 RH45881 Châteauneuf-du-Pape la Crau de ma mère, mayard *  £108
  Françoise and Béatrice Mayard make the excellent Society’s Exhibition Châteauneuf-du-Pape. This is on the same  
  generous, savoury and bright lines, but altogether more ambitious and structured. Utterly splendid in 2015.  
  2020–2030.

129 RH45841 Châteauneuf-du-Pape, domaine Font de michelle *  £118
  Ripe-tasting, full-flavoured Châteauneuf made from 65% grenache, 15% syrah, 10% mourvèdre and the rest of  
  everything else. Stylish wine, offering flavours of fruit pulp, fig and plum. 2020–2030. Magnums available.

130 RH45851 Côtes-du-Rhône les garrigues, domaine de la Janasse  £120
  This is 100% grenache from old vines on a north-facing slope. Lots of weight here, liquorice and fig flavours, and  
  formidable concentration. 2020–2026.

indicates magnums available,  indicates halves available – see order form for prices.  * These wines feature in mixed cases on pages 20 and 21.M H

Guillaume Gonnet of Font de MichelleSaint-Cosme: rich and rewarding Gigondas
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 Ref   Six

131 RH45871 Châteauneuf-du-Pape Tradition, domaine giraud  £130
  Marie and François Giraud are a sister-and-brother team with a long family tradition behind them, welded to a finely  
  constituted estate, scattered among some of the best slopes in Châteauneuf. 100-year-old grenache vines provides  
  the backbone of this splendid and rich wine, with 35% syrah working especially well in 2015. 2021–2028. 

132 RH45911 Châteauneuf-du-Pape Piedlong, Brunier *  £130
  From the Vieux Télégraphe stable via two plots of very old vines, one being Piedlong and the other on Pignan near  
  to the iconic Château Rayas. Daniel Brunier has blended the two sites skilfully to create this mix of 90% grenache  
  and 10% mourvèdre, showing an irresistible combination of spices, plums and figs. 2022–2036.

133 RH45971 Châteauneuf-du-Pape, domaine Saint Préfert  £130
  This is the young-vine cuvée from this much-lauded estate. A fine-flavoured Châteauneuf of elegance and  
  refinement rather than sheer power. 2019–2029.

134 RH45891 Châteauneuf-du-Pape mourre des Perdrix, domaine de la Charbonnière *  £133
  Mourre des Perdrix is the name of a vineyard that is just below the more famous La Crau but on mainly sandy soils  
  and owned entirely by this rejuvenated estate. The mourvèdre grape plays a big part here, accounting for nearly  
  20% of the blend. Lovely generosity and depth in this 2015. 2020–2030.

135 RH45901 Châteauneuf-du-Pape, domaine de Terre Ferme, Paul Jaboulet Aîné  £158
  A superb blend of old-vine grenache with 20% mourvèdre from vines close to La Nerthe. This has concentration  
  and structure with great length of flavour. 2023–2032.

136 RH45921 Châteauneuf-du-Pape Cuvée etienne gonnet, domaine Font de michelle   £175
  A very rich and opulent Châteauneuf. Font de Michelle’s top cuvée has less grenache and more syrah and  
  mourvèdre, and the grapes all come from old vines on the plateau de la Crau. 2020–2035.

137 RH45941 Châteauneuf-du-Pape les quartz, Clos du Caillou   £183
  15% syrah in this cuvée deepens the colour and accentuates the sense of structure. Wonderfully fragrant with dark  
  fruit, kirsch, spice and herbs, joined by raspberry and strawberry notes on the palate and very soft tannins. 2021–2033. 

138 RH45931 Châteauneuf-du-Pape le Bois Pointu, Blagden & gonnet  £185
  Yorkshire meets Provence in a superb joint effort! The vines in two separate plots are tended by Yorkshireman  
  Charles Blagden and the wine made by Guillaume Gonnet of Font de Michelle. The unusual feature is the  
  15% counoise, which brings fragrance and acts as a brake on the exuberant grenache. Perfumed, with fresh pepper  
  and liquorice flavours on the palate. 2022–2035. 

139 RH44101 Châteauneuf-du-Pape, domaine du Vieux Télégraphe  £210
  Vieux Télégraphe seems to have found a new gear. After a fine 2013 and 2014, the new vintage is an absolute classic:  
  both elegant and powerful at the same time. 2023–2040. Magnums and halves available. 

140 RH43961 Châteauneuf-du-Pape Barbe Rac, Chapoutier  £220
  This comes from an individual plot of 90-year-old grenache. No oak is used so the flavour is of fruit in abundance;  
  rich, figgy and fat. 2019–2028. 

141 RH45951 Châteauneuf-du-Pape Cuvée Chaupin, domaine de la Janasse   £225
  This is made from nearly 100% grenache from north-facing slopes on the sandier parts of La Crau. 2015 is  
  exceptionally full and powerful yet the north-facing vines are able to retain freshness. A delightful combination.  
  2020–2033. 

142 RH45691 Châteauneuf-du-Pape, Château de Beaucastel   £225
  A fine Beaucastel, 30% each mourvèdre and grenache and the rest split between all the other varieties.  
  The counoise grape, little known but becoming increasingly important here, adds finesse to the blend. Thick black- 
  cherry and spice flavours with a lot of density and matter. 2024–2040. Magnums available.

143 RH44071 Châteauneuf-du-Pape, Clos des Papes   £275
  Outstanding Châteauneuf mingling liquorice, dark cherry, fig, herbs and spice in a thickly textured and richly  
  flavoured whole. Vincent Avril compares it to a gentler, more elegant version of his 2005. 2022–2040.  
  Magnums available. 

144 RH46351 Châteauneuf-du-Pape Charles giraud, domaine Saint Préfert  £288
  The top wine from Saint Préfert is a blend of 60% grenache and 40% mourvèdre in 2015, the fruit all undergoing  
  whole-bunch fermentation to imbue the wine with complexity. With flavours of liquorice, blackcurrant and fig, this  
  is quite splendid. 2022–2034.

To order thewinesociety.com/enprimeur 01438 741177
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 Ref   Six

145 RH45991 Châteauneuf-du-Pape Vieilles Vignes, domaine de la Janasse  £320
  Big, multi-dimensional and imposing red. Grenache dominates but there is a little over 20% syrah and mourvèdre,  
  which add complexity to the structure. Fabulously concentrated and long. 2024–2035.

146 RH46001 Châteauneuf-du-Pape Réserve, Clos du Caillou  £320
  A potent blend of very ripe grenache, alongside 45% mourvèdre. Spicy, liquorice-flavoured fruit and great depth.  
  2022–2037.

CABeRNeT-dOmiNATed WiNeS
We pulled out this small section of cabernet-dominated wines as the great grape variety of the Médoc does well in the south of France, 
where it takes full advantage of the typically long Indian summers.

147 FC31711 domaine de Perdiguier Cuvée en Auger, Vin de Pays des Coteaux d’ensérune *  £42
  A ripe 85:15 cabernet-merlot blend from an estate just outside Béziers. The 2015 has grace, refinement and length,  
  and there is a little less new oak in the élevage than previous vintages. The castle is real, obviously there to defend  
  a crossing over the river Orb. 2018–2026. Magnums available.

148 FC31481 mas de daumas gassac  £115
  2015 is an outstanding vintage for Daumas Gassac. Dominated by 80% cabernet, this is full-flavoured with cassis  
  notes, thickly textured, rich, exuberant and long. 2020–2032. Magnums available.

149 RH46011 domaine de Trévallon, Bouches du Rhône  £143
  Finely wrought, elegant and very long red from a visionary estate in Provence on the edge of the Alpilles and  
  les Baux. This is a 50:50 marriage between blackstrap cabernet and juicy, raspberry syrah: Beauty and the Beast!  
  2020–2035. Magnums available. 

lANguedOC ANd ROuSSillON RedS
Persistent drought produced powerful, concentrated wines in 2015 with the best growers able to tame the heat of this vintage.  
This is the pick of the crop.

150 FC31741 Faugères maison Jaune, domaine Alquier *  £63
  A grenache-dominant red with little new oak. Grainy, full and fruity with great finesse. 2019–2027.

151 FC31721 Corbières-Boutenac Atal Sia, Château Ollieux Romanis *  £70
  A stand-out wine from the Languedoc. Carignan dominated and aged in tank rather than barrel, the wine is black  
  and fruity with notes of blueberry and wet stone. Lots of depth and very suave tannins. 2020–2027.

152 FC31731 montpeyroux Bleu Velours, domaine Jasse Castel *  £73
  Carignan and syrah dominate in this plush, concentrated Languedoc red. The 2015 is dark and spicy, and will need  
  a little time. 2020–2027.

153 FC31751 minervois la livinière grand Vin, Château Sainte-eulalie *  £78
  This has no oak, but a deliciously pure expression of fruit instead. The blend is 50% syrah, with the remainder  
  comprising carignan and grenache, and the whole is very full and generous in this ripe vintage. 2018–2026.

154 FC31771 Corbières Cuvée Or, Château Ollieux Romanis  £78
  The blend is similar to the delicious Atal Sia but the élevage is different, as here the wine is raised in barrel. The result  
  is more evident concentration, more obvious weight and richness, and succulent, creamy fruit. A winning combination.  
  2018–2028.

155 FC31791 Coteaux du languedoc, Prieuré de Saint-Jean de Bébian *  £78
  This is one of the iconic estates of the Languedoc with a terroir that is perfectly suited to Châteauneuf-style wines  
  that have great depth and complexity of flavour. The 2015 red is essentially syrah based with 25% grenache, sporting  
  rich flavours of black fruits and graphite. 2020–2030.

156 FC31761 Coteaux du languedoc Puech Noble, Rostaing  £80
  René Rostaing is not a master of syrah for nothing, so syrah accounts for about 70% of the blend. He also loves the  
  mourvèdre grape which can’t ripen as far north as Côte-Rôtie; so he bought a vineyard near Nîmes. The syrah on its  
  own was brilliant enough, but the grenache and mourvèdre add extra complexity. 2018–2026.

157 FC31781 Faugères les Bastides, domaine Alquier  £85
  An outstanding effort in 2015, making use of 70% syrah, aged in barrel and all from old vines. A sort of Côte-Rôtie  
  of the south! Well worth buying. 2021–2030.

M

M

M

indicates magnums available – see order form for prices.  * These wines feature in mixed cases on pages 20 and 21.M
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In-bond price, UK delivered, per six

 Ref   Six

158 FC31801 Côtes du Roussillon-Villages Vieilles Vignes, domaine gauby  £120
  A finely balanced syrah-grenache blend from the Roussillon. Inevitably in a full-bodied style in the ripe 2015 vintage –  
  the best at Gauby for some time. 2018–2029.

159 FC31811 Côtes du Roussillon-Villages muntada, domaine gauby  £285
  Immense and exceptional red from one of Gauby’s finest recent vintages. Need we say more?! A must-try.  
  2021–2035.

THE WHITES

The crucial month for the whites is August; and in 2015 it was relatively cool which was good news for maintaining freshness. Nevertheless, 
these are full-bodied wines! The viognier-based whites are aromatic and heady, whilst those from marsanne and roussanne are rich and 
complex. Other varieties such as clairette are well adapted to ripening in high temperatures and have made lovely wines in 2015.

ViOgNieR ANd CONdRieu

160 RH46021 domaine Barou Viognier, Vin de Pays des Collines Rhodaniennes *  £51
  Organic farming is a challenge here and there are times when returns can be meagre. Not so in 2015, however,  
  and the quality of this viognier is excellent. Aromatic and full-bodied. 2017–2020.

161 RH46031 la Rosine Viognier, domaine Ogier *  £65
  A lovely fresh-tasting viognier from a vineyard just outside the Condrieu appellation. Perfect to drink young, served  
  on its own or with shellfish. 2017–2022.

162 RH46041 Condrieu deponcins, domaine Villard *  £70
  Rich, fat viognier with plenty of density and weight. Its delicious flavours cover a spectrum of apricots, pears and  
  candied fruit. 2017–2023.

163 RH46051 Condrieu, domaine Pichon *  £115
  A fabulous, rich and fruity viognier. Christophe Pichon is one of the top growers in Condrieu and with his son back  
  from new world adventures the team here is making better and better wines. 2017–2023.

164 RH46061 Condrieu Combe de malleval, domaine Ogier  £120
  Lovely, sensuous, full-flavoured, lemony viognier from vines planted up a narrow valley past the pretty medieval  
  village of Malleval. 2017–2022.

165 RH46071 Taburnum, Collines Rhodaniennes, Vins de Vienne  £140
  Barrel-fermented viognier from outside the city of Vienne. This is Condrieu-like but tastes leaner and fresher, though  
  without losing weight and richness. The best of both worlds. 2018–2025.

166 RH46081 Contour deponcins Vin de France, domaine Villard *  £165
  A lovely viognier made from young vines, some from Condrieu but most from east-facing, non-appellation land that  
  works especially well in hot vintages. Delicious lemon confit and apricot flavours. 2017–2019.

167 RH46091 Condrieu Coteau du Chéry, domaine Perret  £170
  Impeccable, stylish viognier from one of the region’s top producers. Carries its considerable weight very well.  
  Outrageously good. 2017–2024.

168 RH46111 Condrieu la Bonnette, domaine Rostaing  £215
  Not a trace of heaviness in René Rostaing’s take on the viognier grape. An elegant, classy Condrieu, with a tingling  
  rush of lemon peel and candied fruit. 2017–2023.

169 RH46101 Condrieu Coteau de Vernon, domaine Cuilleron *  £233
  From one of the best slopes in Condrieu, this is very rich and creamy, and with great length in the 2015 vintage.  
  2018–2024.

170 RH44261 Condrieu la doriane, guigal  £288
  Marcel and Philippe Guigal are gradually changing the style of their top Condrieu by reducing the amount of oak  
  and acquiring some great new slopes – they have just added some Coteau de Vernon to their portfolio. This adds  
  structure to La Doriane, which is rich, dry and opulent. 2017–2023. 

To order thewinesociety.com/enprimeur 01438 741177
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In-bond price, UK delivered, per six

NORTHeRN RHôNe WHiTeS
Crozes-Hermitage, Saint-Péray, Saint-Joseph and Hermitage

 Ref   Six

171 RH46131 Crozes-Hermitage Blanc Terres Blanches, domaine Belle   £63
  Made from 70% marsanne and 30% roussanne, with half of the wine aged in oak, this has great finesse and  
  concentration of flavour. Tightly knit with notes of crushed ripe pear and a lovely feeling of freshness. 2017–2026.

172 RH46151 Saint-Joseph Séléctions Circa, Jean-louis Chave  £63
  Most of the fruit for this white comes from the Clos l’Arbalestrier where there are centuries-old marsanne vines.  
  A full-bodied and long-flavoured 2015 from this venerable estate’s Saint-Joseph concern. 2017–2023.

173 RH46141 Saint-Péray les Bialères, Vins de Vienne   £65
  Excellent blend of 80% marsanne, 20% roussanne from this too-little-known appellation next to Cornas.  
  Full-flavoured with just a touch of oak. 2017–2022.

174 RH46161 Crozes-Hermitage domaine mule Blanche, Paul Jaboulet Aîné  £86
  Ample, generous 50:50 blend of marsanne and roussanne, with glorious flashes of lemon and honeysuckle.  
  2017–2024.

175 RH46171 Crozes-Hermitage maison Blanche, Vins de Vienne  £93
  This is a rather special buy, as it comes from a vineyard that is separated from Hermitage by just a track. Great depth  
  of flavour here, full and fat with great length. 2017–2025.

176 RH46231 Saint-Péray Prestige, domaine du Tunnel  £100
  There are 100-year-old marsanne vines at the heart of this lovely Saint-Péray. 80% marsanne and 20% roussanne  
  with weight and concentration but there is enough freshness too. 2017–2024.

177 RH46181 Crozes-Hermitage, domaine Roure, Paul Jaboulet Aîné  £105
  This comes from behind Hermitage on similarly steep slopes, well exposed and at relatively high altitude. There is  
  a fresher feel to this marsanne in 2015, with admirable tension and length of flavour. 2018–2025.

178 RH46241 Saint-Péray les Figuiers, domaine Bernard gripa  £115
  A benchmark for this still little-known appellation that exists just for white wine. Fabrice Gripa is one of the leading  
  lights here, where he makes two blends. This one has old vines and is dominated by 65% roussanne. Long, full- 
  flavoured and with plenty of matter. 2018–2027.

179 RH46251 Saint-Péray Fleur du Crussol, domaine Voge  £118
  Made from 80% very old marsanne vines with a little roussanne, fermented and then aged briefly in oak. A tiny cuvée  
  of concentrated, full-flavoured marsanne. 2017–2025.

180 RH43891 Hermitage Blanc les miaux, Ferraton  £148
  This bijoux-sized négoce, under the Chapoutier umbrella, incorporates all the Ferraton family holdings including  
  several plots on Hermitage. This marsanne comes from the Diognières slope. A wine of finesse and complexity  
  with flavours of citrus and a touch of honey. 2018–2029.

181 RH44131 Hermitage Blanc la Pierrelle, Château de Saint-Cosme  £155
  Louis Barruol makes a tiny amount of this essence of crushed pear, lemon and honey – just enough to bottle for  
  The Society! Weighty and rich in the 2015 vintage, and highly recommended. 2018–2029.

182 RH46261 Hermitage Blanc le Chevalier de Stérimberg, Paul Jaboulet Aîné  £175
  This is a blend of marsanne with a third roussanne, the latter adding grip and elegance to the honey-and-lemon  
  flavoured whole. All the fruit comes from classic plots on Hermitage La Croix and Rocoules with some of the  
  marsanne vines dating back to 1900. Full, rich and unctuous. 2017–2028.

183 RH46281 Hermitage Blanc Chante-Alouette, Chapoutier  £205
  A glorious, ripe yet well-structured white Hermitage. Very rich, unctuous and sensuous, with great length. 2018–2030. 

184 RH46271 Hermitage Blanc, domaine Sorrel  £300
  A splendidly idiosyncratic white Hermitage taken from the Greffieux slope. Very full, oily yet lean. Honeysuckle  
  and lemon flavours, and a long, weighty finish. Drink it young or wait ten years! 2018–2020 or 2025–2030.

185 RH43941 ermitage Blanc de l’Orée, Chapoutier  £675
  Made from 100% marsanne from 70-year-old-vines grown on the chalkier eastern part of Hermitage. This is a rich,  
  unctuous white Rhône, multi-layered and offering great depth, with flavours of hazelnut, quince, citrus and honeysuckle.  
  2018–2028. 

* These wines feature in mixed cases on pages 20 and 21.
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In-bond price, UK delivered, per three and six

SOuTHeRN WHiTeS
Rhône and Roussillon

 Ref  Three Six

186 RH46481 Côtes-du-Rhône Blanc, Coudoulet de Beaucastel – £80
  Made from equal thirds of viognier, marsanne and bourboulenc, this is a lovely, creamy, rich-tasting  
  white. Mingles the apricoty, peachy fragrance of viognier with the structure given by the marsanne,  
  with food-friendly grip coming from the bourboulenc. 2017–2023.

187 RH46191 Châteauneuf-du-Pape Blanc, domaine Font de michelle – £98
  Elegance and generosity meet here in this fine and fruity white Châteauneuf. Perfect from 2017–2025.

188 FC31901 domaine gauby, Vieilles Vignes – £118
  From the top estate in the Roussillon and a leading light in biodynamic viticulture, this is 60% grenache  
  gris with the rest macabeu and aged in oak though the oak flavour is barely perceptible. Dry and  
  persistently long with almost Sancerre-like freshness. 2017–2025.

189 FC31061 Collioure Chrysophée, Chapoutier – £145
  This comes from a small plot of grenache blanc and gris and is full-flavoured, almost salty with plenty  
  of concentration and character. 2018–2025. 

190 RH46201 Châteauneuf-du-Pape Blanc, domaine du Vieux Télégraphe  – £185
  An outstanding white Châteauneuf based on 45% clairette with grenache, roussanne and bourboulenc.  
  Full-flavoured, lemony, herby, well rounded yet dry. 2017–2025.

191 RH44081 Châteauneuf-du-Pape Blanc, Clos des Papes  – £195
  Exquisite, generously flavoured white Châteauneuf with notes of crushed pear and citrus. This is made  
  using equal proportions of all six Châteauneuf white varieties with no oak used at any time. It keeps  
  very well, picking up fascinating riesling-like flavours with age. 2017–2025.

192 RH46211 Châteauneuf-du-Pape Blanc, Château de Beaucastel – £230
  Made from 80% roussanne, 15% grenache and 5% of everything else, this is a very fine and, as ever,  
  multi-dimensional white Beaucastel. The 2015 has honey and hazelnut with citrus and all the weight  
  of this very ripe vintage. Either drink soon after delivery in 2017 or keep to 2019–2026.

193 RH46221 Châteauneuf-du-Pape Blanc Roussanne Vieilles Vignes, Château de Beaucastel £219 –
  100% roussanne, rich, decadent and a great food wine. It can be enjoyed young though the oak will  per three 
  be marked; its true greatness only reveals itself after many more years in bottle. Concentrated and  
  fat in 2015. 2018–2029.

To order thewinesociety.com/enprimeur 01438 741177

Michel Chapoutier describes 2015 as grandiose Châteauneuf-du-Pape has its power back



MIxED CASES

194. 2015 GOOD-VALUE RHÔNE VILLAGES

Drinking Window 2019–2023

OC4176 at £71

A 12-bottle case containing two bottles of each  
of the following:

Beaumes de Venise Le Paradou, Paul Jaboulet Aîné 

Laudun Côtes-du-Rhône Villages, Château Courac

Vinsobres Altitude 420, Domaine Jaume

Cairanne, Domaine l’Ameillaud 

Massif d’Uchaux Grande Réserve,  
Château Saint-Estève 

Côtes-du-Rhône Villages Réserve Wine Society,  
Paul Jaboulet Aîné 

195. 2015 SOUTHERN RHÔNE BELLES

Drinking Window 2020–2024

OC4186 at £109

A 12-bottle case containing two bottles of each  
of the following:

Lirac, Château Mont-Redon 

Vinsobres Réferénce, Domaine Jaume

Gigondas Ventabren, Moulin de la Gardette 

Plan de Dieu Père et Fille, Paul Jaboulet Aîné 

Vacqueyras Saint Roch, Clos des Cazaux

Cairanne Ventabren, Domaines des Escaravailles

196. 2015 GIGONDAS  
AND CAIRANNE ESTATES

Drinking Window 2020–2024

OC4196 at £112

A 12-bottle case containing two bottles of each  
of the following:

Gigondas Grand Romane, Domaine Pierre Amadieu

Gigondas La Tour Sarazzine, Clos des Cazaux

Gigondas, Domaine La Bouissière

Cairanne Les Bruneau, Domaine Delubac

Cairanne, Clos Romane

Cairanne Ventabren, Domaines des Escaravailles

197. 2015 CROZES-HERMITAGE 

Drinking Window 2020–2027

OC4206 at £155

A 12-bottle case containing two bottles of each  
of the following:

Crozes-Hermitage Domaine des Grands Chemins, 
Delas

Crozes-Hermitage Domaine de Thalabert,  
Paul Jaboulet Aîné

Crozes-Hermitage, Nicolas Perrin

Crozes-Hermitage Albéric Bouvet,  
Domaine Gilles Robin

Crozes-Hermitage, Domaine Combier

Crozes-Hermitage Chêne Vert, Emmanuel Darnaud
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MIxED CASES

198. 2015 LANGUEDOC-ROUSSILLON

Drinking Window 2020–2026

OC4216 at £71

A six-bottle case containing one bottle of each  
of the following:

Domaine de Perdiguier Cuvée en Auger,  
Vin de Pays des Coteaux d’Ensérune

Coteaux du Languedoc,  
Prieuré de Saint Jean de Bébian

Faugères Maison Jaune, Domaine Alquier 

Montpeyroux Bleu Velours, Domaine Jasse Castel 

Minervois Grand Vin, Château Sainte-Eulalie

Corbières-Boutenac Atal Sia,  
Château Ollieux Romanis

199. 2015 COTE-ROTIE

Drinking Window 2022–2028

OC4226 at £161

A six-bottle case containing one bottle of each  
of the following:

Côte-Rôtie Côte Brune, Domaine Barge

Côte-Rôtie Ampodium, Domaine Rostaing

Côte-Rôtie, Domaine Gaillard

Côte-Rôtie, Domaine Burgaud

Côte-Rôtie Triotes, Domaine Garon

Côte-Rôtie Bassenon, Domaine Cuilleron

200. 2015 CHATEAUNEUF-DU-PAPE

Drinking Window 2022–2028

OC4236 at £116

A six-bottle case containing one bottle each  
of the following:

Châteauneuf-du-Pape, Château Mont-Redon

Châteauneuf-du-Pape, Domaine Font de Michelle

Châteauneuf-du-Pape, Bosquet des Papes

Châteauneuf-du-Pape La Crau de Ma Mère, Mayard

Châteauneuf-du-Pape Piedlong, Brunier

Châteauneuf-du-Pape Mourre des Perdrix,  
Domaine de la Charbonnière

201. 2015 VIOGNIER

Drinking Window 2018–2019

OC4246 at £120

A six-bottle case containing one bottle of each  
of the following:

Condrieu Deponcins, Domaine Villard 

Condrieu, Domaine Pichon

Condrieu Coteau de Vernon, Domaine Cuilleron

Domaine Barou Viognier, Collines Rhodaniennes

Contour Deponcins Viognier, Domaine Villard

La Rosine Viognier, Domaine Ogier

† Drink dates for these mixed cases refer to 
the period when all the wines will be at their 
peak. Please refer to the individual wine for its 
recommended drink date.
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What the price includes
•  Prices shown include delivery to a UK address. They do not include 

excise duty or VAT. 
•  Payment of duty and VAT, at the prevailing rate (currently £24.84 

duty per 12 75cl-bottle case, £12.42 per six-bottle case and 20% 
VAT payable on wine and duty) will be requested once the wines 
are removed for delivery or collection from Stevenage. The wines 
will arrive at Stevenage in autumn 2017 for the whites and 
spring 2018 for the reds. 

•  Once the wines arrive, members may opt to have them delivered 
within the UK or stored in Members’ Reserves. 

Notes 
•  Members, especially those living overseas, should note that only 

unmixed cases may be exported or transferred to an outside bond. 
•  Wines are offered in cases of 12, 6 or 3 bottles as indicated. 

Please read the full terms and conditions for this offer set out on the 
enclosed order form and on our website before placing your order.

For information regarding this offer after the close date please  
contact  The Society on 01438 741177 or e-mail  
memberservices@thewinesociety.com

8PM, TUESDAY 28TH FEBRUARY, 2017

How this offer works
Orders by telephone, website, post and fax will be accepted.  
If you would like to order via the website, visit  
thewinesociety.com/enprimeur. You will be required to log in 
with your password to place an order. Orders need to arrive at 
Stevenage by 8pm, Tuesday 28th February, 2017  
and will be processed thereafter. Members whose orders have been 
received by this date will receive confirmation of their purchase by 
17th march, 2017 at the latest. 

Members whose orders have been received after this time will receive 
notification by 29th march, 2017. 

If you wish to receive e-mail notifications for this and subsequent 
opening offers, and have not already notified us, please see the order 
form for instructions. 

if demand exceeds supply 
The Society has a long relationship with many of the growers in this 
offer and access to good quantities of wine. It is possible however that 
demand may exceed supply for individual wines, in which case we will 
share out (as far as is practical) the available stock equally amongst 
ordering members. If this still does not allow every member to have 
some wine, then as a final resort we divide members into groups 
depending on their level of support for The Society (quantity of wine 
bought, spend, orders placed etc). Members who have given greater 
support to The Society will have a better chance (but no certainty) of 
being allocated wine, and those who have given less support will have 
a lesser chance (but still a chance). The Society will offer a similar wine 
as a substitute if the original choice cannot be provided, or members 
may nominate their own substitute when ordering. Doing so will not 
lessen the chance of receiving the original wine. 

members’ Reserves
The Society’s Members’ Reserves is a purpose-built, temperature-
controlled facility offering members access to optimum storage 
conditions. The annual rental charge (currently £8.28 per dozen  
if paid by direct debit, £9.48 if not) includes VAT and insurance at 
replacement value. Any wine bought from The Society, by the unmixed 
or pre-mixed dozen, may be added or removed at any time. Members 
can also remove a few bottles of a full case stored in Reserves. Wines 
removed in this way need to be made up into 12-bottle cases using 
no more than four different wines from the member’s unmixed cases 
stored in Reserves. Please visit our website thewinesociety.com/
reserves for more detail. 

THE SOCIETY’S prOmISE
uncork with confidence
The wine Society is a mutual organisation, so our members’ 
satisfaction is paramount. If, for any reason, you haven’t enjoyed  
a wine we want to hear about it and will happily offer a credit,  
a replacement or a refund. thewinesociety.com/promise

To order thewinesociety.com/enprimeur 01438 741177


